Class B – Philosophy, Psychology, Religion

Call number : BF698 L31 2010
Author : Larsen, Randy J.
Title : Personality psychology: domains of knowledge about human nature

Call number : BF698 P47 2008
Author : Cervone, Daniel.
Title : Personality : theory and research

Call number : BF441 B98 2013
Author : Butterworth, John
Title : Thinking skills: critical thinking and problem solving.

Class G – Geography, Anthropology, Recreation

Call number : GT3405 S89 2014
Author :
Title : Strategic event creation
New Arrivals – 16-31 March 2016

Class H – Social Sciences

Call number : HD31 N62 2016  
Author : Nickels, William G  
Title : Understanding business  

Call number : HD45.S645 S64 2015  
Author : Smith, David (David John),1948-  
Title : Exploring innovation  

Call number : HG179 K62 2011  
Author : Kiyosaki, Robert T.,1947-  
Title : Rich dad, poor dad : what the rich teach their kids about money that the poor and middle class do not!  

Call number : HG4027.5 S52 2014  
Author : Shapiro, Alan C.  
Title : International financial management  
Publication info: Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2014

Call number : HB171.5 G762 2015  
Author : Grant, Susan, 1953-  
Title : Cambridge IGCSE economics. Workbook  
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014
New Arrivals – 16-31 March 2016

Call number : HG179 T16 2015
Author : Tan, Chong Koay
Title : Rising above financial storms
Publication info: Selangor, Malaysia: Kenace Sdn Bhd., 2015

Call number : HD31 B321 2015
Author : Bateman, Thomas S.,
Title : Management

Call number : HF5718 R42 2015
Author : Rentz, Kathryn
Title : Business communication

Call number : HD58.7 M11 2016
Author : McShane, Steven Lattimore.
Title : Organizational behavior: emerging realities for the workplace revolution

Class K – Law

Call number : KPG2832 J59 2015
Author : Jeyapalan Kasipillai.
Title : A guide to Malaysian taxation
New Arrivals – 16-31 March 2016

Class P – Language and Literature

Call number : PS3619.T4765 H67 2002
Author : Stepanek, Mattie J. T. (Mattie Joseph Thaddeus)
Title : Hope through heartsongs

Call number : PR6114.I27 O58 2011
Author : Nicholls, David, 1966-
Title : One day
Publication info: London : Hodder, 2011

Call number : PR9570.S53 N81 2014
Author : Yap, Arthur, 1943-
Title : Noon at five o’clock : the short stories of Arthur Yap

Class Q – Science

Call number : QP36 T711 2010
Author : Tortora, Gerard J.
Title : Essentials of anatomy and physiology
New Arrivals – 16-31 March 2016

**Call number**: QC23.2 C98 2010  
**Author**: Cutnell, John D.  
**Title**: Introduction to physics.  

**Call number**: QP34.5 T71 2011  
**Author**: Tortora, Gerard J.  
**Title**: Principles of anatomy & physiology  

**Call number**: QA76.28 L27 2015  
**Author**: Langfield, Sylvia.  
**Title**: Cambridge International Computer Science Coursebook, Levels AS and A  

**Call number**: QA76.76.H94 J27 2014  
**Author**: Jamsa, Kris, 1960-  
**Title**: Introduction to Web development using HTML 5  
**Publication info**: Burlington, MA : Jones & Bartlett Learning, 2014